Forest Song
Nicole Spaulding

This was an emptying out, an offering of herself, her bones, her breath to these ancient trees. It was
a plea to the Universe to be gentle and wise. It was a yearning for beauty to wash over the eyes of
people toward kindness and honor. A song of gratitude for seen things and unseen things.
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morning, I was walking in Henry
Cowell Redwoods State Park.
Some part of my body was aching, so I decided
to forgo an arduous hike and instead walk the
flat and easy loop around those giant trees. It
was cool, crisp, and slightly damp. The filtered
sun played shadow tricks through the ferns at my
feet. I ambled slowly around the wide manicured
trail and smelled the nearby creek and the
pungent sage peeking out from behind a pine.
My goal was a walking meditation, to be
present and focused on enjoying this serene
moment, and to feel my legs moving. A squirrel
scolded me from a branch, and I waved hello,
wondering about its life. A smooth yellow
banana slug was making its way around and
underneath the squishy decomposed leaves at
the foot of a fir tree. I bent down and got my
body as close to it as I could to observe with
wonder this bright and interesting creature. I
was in my element and I was content. And then
I heard the most enchanting sounds coming
from deeper in the trees.
They were not jarring sounds but rather lilting
and round. It was as though they had greeted
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me on the trail and danced their way around
my head. In and out of my ears like playthings,
they beckoned me to come closer. They
washed away every other thought like musical
rain, soothing and intriguing.
For a moment I imagined this was the song
of a fairy paying homage to the trees, the song
so powerful and gentle that surely it was calling
me to join. There were no distinguishable
words but rather vowel sounds and throat
sounds, occasionally a raspiness that sent
excited tingles up my arms, the little hairs there
standing at attention.
I slowly walked closer and closer, my whole
body leaning forward in anticipation while my
legs held me back as if to savor each alluring
syllable. It seemed even the birds were quiet
and listening. These sounds made me feel as
though I were the only person in this big forest,
and at the same time, as though I were every
person standing among the trees. My head
swimming with the universe calling, I finally
made my way to the edge of a clearing. And
there she stood.
She was wearing a bright pink fleece vest,
elastic waisted jeans, and socks in sandals. Her
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hands were resting where they hung at her side,
her legs slightly apart. Her neck was bent back,
her mouth at prime angle toward the sky, and her
eyes were closed. Her short, coarse, black hair
encircled her round face like a crown bestowed
by a gnome. It was unruly and seemed in
exactly the perfect places. The singing sounds
came from the deepest place inside her chest,
her body swaying ever so slightly.
The juxtaposition of the ethereal song that
had lured me to the clearing and this plain,
random woman brought me out of my reverie
to wonder who she was. Who was she here
with? What was she actually saying? In doing
this, I removed a layer of magic that I had felt
walking toward her on the trail. But I wanted
the sparkle to remain. I decided I did not want
to think about any of those intrusive mundane
matters. I only wanted to feel.
Suddenly I felt I was violating an intimate
moment. This was an emptying out, an
offering of herself, her bones, her breath
to these ancient trees. It was a plea to the
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Universe to be gentle and wise. It was a
yearning for beauty to wash over the eyes of
people toward kindness and honor. A song
of gratitude for things seen and unseen.
I walked a little down the trail so I might give
this pedestrian priestess a space in the forest
that was all her own. A place where her body
was free from prying eyes. A space from where
the song of reclamation could work its magic
into the leaves and needles and outward into
the town. I am sure it worked its dance song
through the people who were waiting to hear
it, skipping its way down the hill and out to the
sparkling sea.
I left the trees that circled the meadow as
the only witnesses of her communing body. So
full of awe and humility, drained from shivers of
delight, I leaned against an immense redwood
tree, its spongy red bark hugging me as I
placed my head back to rest. I closed my eyes
and let her song fill me up like filling up my
water bottle at a creek before setting out into
the desert.



